The amazing lifestyle display.

ViewSonic’s 19” VX1962wm widescreen LCD offers the perfect balance of performance and style. With its elegant lines, the VX1962wm fits beautifully into your office décor and its high performance features BLEND EFFORTLESSLY INTO YOUR TECHNOLOGY LIFESTYLE. Images leap from the screen with Super-HD 1680X1050 resolution, video response as fast as 2ms and 6000:1 DYNAMIC CONTRAST RATIO (typ). Scrolling text, Internet pages and spreadsheet applications are displayed in crisp, blur-free detail with precise color. The SRS WOW HD speakers powerfully complement your games, movies and other multimedia applications. Demanding designers, professionals and gamers will love the sophisticated performance of the 19” VX1962wm.

> Full 19” viewable widescreen with 1680X1050 resolution
High resolution panel with 36% more clarity than a regular 19” wide monitor.

> Fast ClearMotiv II® video response
Video response as fast as 2ms enables digital HD broadcast-quality video.

> 6000:1 dynamic contrast ratio (typ)
Provides for darker black levels and better overall front-of-screen performance.

> Stylish slim-bezel design
The thin bezel lets you see more without taking up valuable desktop real estate.

> OptiSync® digital/analog inputs expand your connectivity
Multi-mode input technology supports both digital (DVI) and analog (VGA) signals for ultimate compatibility and configuration flexibility.

> OnView® controls for superior screen adjustability
Screen adjustments are precisely made via an easy-to-use on-screen menu.

> SRS WOW HD sound and high quality stereo speakers

> Windows Vista® Premium certified

> PC and Mac compatible

> MPR-II and ENERGY STAR® qualified

ViewSonic
See the difference™
VX1962wm
19" WIDESCREEN LCD
WITH 6000:1 DYNAMIC CONTRAST RATIO

LCD
- Type: 19" Wide Color TFT Active Matrix LCD
- Optimum Resolution: 1680 X 1050
- Brightness: 300 cd/m² (Typ.)
- Contrast Ratio: 1000:1 static (typ), 6000:1(Dynamic Contrast Ratio)
- Viewing Angles: 170° (Horizontal), 160° (Vertical) (CR≥10)
- Response Time: 5ms (Typ.) / 2ms (G to G)
- Pixel Pitch: 0.243mm(H) X 0.243mm(V)
- Panel Surface: Anti-Glare, Hard coating(3H)

VIDEO INPUT
- Analog: RGB Analog(75 ohms, 0.7 / 1.0 Vp-p)
- Digital: DVI-D (TMDS, 100 ohms)
- Sync: Separate Sync / Composite Sync / SOG
- Frequency: FH: 24-82kHz , Fv: 50-75Hz

COMPATIBILITY
- PC: VGA up to 1680 X 1050 non-interlaced
- Mac: Power Mac, up to 1680 X 1050 non-interlaced

CONNECTOR
- Analog: 15 pin mini D-sub X 1
- Digital: DVI-D X 1
- Audio-in: 3.5 mm Audio Line-in
- Power: Built-in power Adapter, 3-Pin plug

AUDIO
- Speaker: 3W X 2
- Ergonomics: Tilt 20 ~ -5 degrees

POWER
- Voltage: 100-240VAC; 50/60 Hz (Switch)
- Consumption: 44W(Typ) / 49W (max)

CONTROLS
- Basic: [1], [2], Power, Down[▼], Up[▲]
- Auto Image Adjust, Contrast/Brightness, Input Select (D-Sub, DVI-D), Audio Adjust (Volume, mute), Color Adjust (sRGB, 9300K, 7500K, 6500K, 400K, User Color [R,G,B]), Information, Manual Image Adjust (Horizontal Size, H/V. Position, Fine Tune, Sharpness, Dynamic Contrast, Response time), Setup Menu (Language, Resolution Notice, OSD Position, OSD Timeout, OSD Background), Memory Recall

OPERATING CONDITIONS
- Temperature: 0°C - 35°C (32°F - 95°F)
- Humidity: 10-90% (Non condensed)

DIMENSIONS (W×H×D)
- Physical (mm): 447mm X 399mm X 174.9mm (With Base)
- Net: 17.6" X 15.7" X 6.9" (With Base)
- Weight: 3.9 kg (8.6 lbs)

REGULATIONS
- CB, MPR II, WEEE, RoHS, UL, cUL, FCC-B, TUV-S, NOM, Energy Star, EPEAT, TUV/ERGO (covers ISO13406-2), CE, GOST-R+Hygienic ;SASO, ENERGY, Ukraine, CCC, BSMI, PSB, C-TICK, MIC, VCCI
- Wall Mount: Meet VESA (100mm X 100mm ) Standards

For more product information, visit us on the web at ViewSonic.com